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Biographies

Dr. Clare Hammoor is a collaborative theatre-maker committed to justice and joy 
with experience teaching, directing, and devising in universities, public and private 
schools, professional theaters, and prisons. Clare is fascinated by object-oriented 
ontologies, playing with things, and interdisciplinary collaboration. Clare is the Per-
formance and Pedagogy Consultant for the DU Prison Arts Initiative where he start-
ed a series of play-based arts workshops for children and their incarcerated parents. 
He is particularly animated by directing theatre with ensembles inside the prison 
system as a way of collectively imagining a more just and joyful world. He has been 
collaborating, teaching, and directing with folks in the prison system for a decade. 
Clare earned a doctorate from New York University where his research focused on 
the agencies of children and things in play. He also holds a MA in Educational The-
atre from NYU, a BA in Theatre and Religious Studies from Indiana University, is an 
ordained interfaith minister through The New Seminary, and a certified advanced 
Integrated Energy Therapy practitioner. Clare is currently studying at Iliff School of 
Theology where he is working toward his Master of Divinity.

Andrew Draper is incarcerated at Sterling Correctional Facility (SCF) in Sterling, 
Colorado and is an avid artist. As a published illustrator, he has been creating differ-
ent forms of art since his childhood. Along with creating photo realism and fine art, 
he greatly enjoys the endless world of animation. Andrew is dedicated to shifting 
the conversation on who is in prison. Andrew is the male co-host of the With(in) 
podcast, a collaboration between the DU Prison Arts Initiative and the Colorado 
Department of Corrections. He enjoys discussing a wide variety of topics to include 
religion, politics and history. Andrew feels that the podcast team, guests and subject 
matter help him to become a more well-rounded person. While incarcerated, along 
seven other incarcerated individuals, Andrew helped begin “The Restore Group” at 
SCF. The Restore Group is a collection of staff and residents at SCF who dedicate 
their time and resources to giving back to the community of Colorado. Andrew is 
committed to using his art and creativity to help others.




